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Financial News Round Up

24/09/2020 - Powell and Mnuchin speak
30/09/2020 - Chinese PMIs
01/10/2020 - ISM US Manufacturing PMI
02/10/2020 - US Non-Farm Payrolls
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Markets Outlook

Thursday, 24th of September

Key Events to Watch

Currencies:  EUR/USD has lost over 1.6% of its value so far this week as the
Dollar pushes higher amidst the general risk-off tone in markets and the
increased volatility as we edge towards the US Election and Europe's second
wave of the virus. Sterling has held steady over the past 24 hours or so, having
seen quite a volatile September in which it has fallen by 4.75%.
Safe-havens: Yields have had an extremely quiet week in the US, German
bunds are seeing a slight bid this morning with its yield down to -0.525%. 
Gold is quickly approaching $1,850, its lowest price since mid-late July. We
established gold's overbought status in our July & August monthly update, in
which we pointed to the fact that the metal could head for the 1,800 mark
briefly, presenting us with longer-term entry points. Silver has followed gold
lower this week, losing over 17.5% of its value in recent days.
Looking ahead: Later today we will see earnings results from Accenture in the
US, followed by the same from Costco tomorrow. For economic data points, we
will get the weekly US unemployment claims result after lunch. At 15:00 today
Irish time, Fed Chair Powell will speak alongside US Treasury Secretary Mnuchin,
this will be watched closely by USD traders and those with exposure to the US.

Equity indices are lower in Europe this morning after a tech-led
negative close in the US last night, after comments from US Fed
officials who warned that the US still has a long way to go before
recovery. Market participants have likely been looking to take
profits after these warnings, especially in the tech sector which led
the Nasdaq and S&P 500 lower by 3% and 2.4% respectively
yesterday. The S&P 500 is now 9.8% off its early September all-time
high, whereas the VIX index has this morning rallied to $29.
EuroStoxx 50, DAX 30, and FTSE 100 are between -0.40% and
-0.70% lower on Thursday morning, as the virus spreads
throughout the continent once again, threatening near-full
lockdowns in many of its member nations as we head into the
winter months. France have today become the latest country to
tighten restrictions, following in the footsteps of the UK by
introducing a 10pm curfew on bars and restaurants, as well as
other measures.
Markets could remain sensitive this afternoon as investors pay
close attention to what the Fed's Jerome Powell and US Treasury
Secretary Steve Mnuchin have to say about the CARES Act
(Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act) and any
forward guidance with regard to future stimulus in the States.
More fiscal support in the US is looking increasingly less likely to
come before the November 3rd election, adding to the current risk-
off tone for equities.
This darkening outlook has put equities on course for their first
monthly slide since March, which will no doubt present us with
medium and longer-term opportunities in specific sectors this
month and next.

Risk-off Sentiment

Irish Gov Support
According to Chambers Ireland, a new survey shows that
companies are still reporting a 32% drop in turnover despite the
reopening of most of our economy after April and May's tight
restrictions. This survey was based on 860 businesses across the
country during the leadup to the recent re-imposition of
restrictions in Dublin. Worryingly, SMEs are said to have been
impacted significantly more than larger firms in Ireland. 
"Significantly, even during circumstances where the outlook is
relatively stable and the economy is mostly open, businesses are
telling us that, on average, they envisage turn-over to be 30% less
than this time last year. Some sectors are suffering significantly
worse than others, but no sector is considered to be doing well"
said Chambers Ireland Chief Executive Ian Talbot.
"If protecting livelihoods is the objective, then Government, through
Budget 2021, must recognise what the business community has
come to understand, Covid-19 will be with us for some time, and
every part of our society needs support".


